Dear Members and Friends,

Greetings of the Season! Though we are now busy with holidays, please remember to send in your Holocaust related public program information for submission in next year’s editions of this newsletter. We welcome your International Holocaust Remembrance programs now. There are submission guidelines in the box below.

Congratulations to our guest author in November, Adena Bernstein Astrowsky, on receiving the IAN Book of the Year for Outstanding Non-Fiction for her book *Living Among the Dead: My Grandmother’s Holocaust Survival Story of Love and Strength*. Our thanks to her for being with us and may she go from strength to strength!

We now welcome Pinchas Gutter, Holocaust survivor and author of *Memories in Focus*. Many of you know him from his Dimensions in Testimony interview where he “interacts” with questions from his audiences and from the virtual reality film *The Last Goodbye | USC Shoah Foundation*. This is an opportunity for you to engage with Pinchas in person, not just the hologram. Join us here: GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook.

Thank you, and be well,
*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the *GSI* interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.
All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust announced a new Holocaust Educator School Partnership and the Estelle Lubliner Scholarship designed to engage teens and young adults in Holocaust education.

CONFERENCES

53rd Annual Scholars’ Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches
March 4 – 6, 2023
Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, University of Texas, Dallas, TX

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

Faith During the Holocaust
December 1, 2022 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

German-Polish seminar “Objects and Documents”
December 4 – 8, 2022
International Youth Meeting Center, Oświęcim/Auschwitz, Poland

If You Heard What I Heard: Voices from the Grandchildren of Holocaust Survivors
December 5, 2022 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

Teaching with Testimony: Fostering Relevance and Student Agency
December 8, 2022 4:00 pm PT
USC Shoah Foundation, Los Angeles, CA
The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar
June 5 – 15, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – December 11, 2022—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Exhibit: BESA: Muslim Albanians Who Rescued Jews During the Holocaust

Now – December 31, 2022—81 Brompton Rd, London SW73LD, UK
Exhibit: Seeing Auschwitz

Exhibition: Confronting Hate 1937 - 1952. In 1937, the American Jewish Committee (AJC) launched an unprecedented media campaign to combat the increase in antisemitism gripping the United States.

Now – January 2, 2023—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Ghost Army: The Combat Con Artists of World War II

Now – January 22, 2023—Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library & Museum, Springfield, IL

In the Empire of Numbers, Where Men Have No Names is a temporary exhibition of the Sachsenhausen Museum.

Now – February 27, 2023—Fritz Asher Society, New York, NY
Identity, Art and Migration: an online exhibition about seven artists persecuted by German Nazis, 1933-1945. These six artists: Anni Albers, Friedel Dzubas, Eva Hesse, Rudi Lesser, Lily Renée and Arthur Szyk emigrated to the United States, while one, Fritz Ascher, stayed behind in Germany, hiding in a basement for three years.

Now – June 18, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust

December 1, 2022, 12:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with Wendy Sandler, daughter of survivor Rita Kaplan Lowenstein.

December 2, 2022, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Against the Odds with Holocaust survivor Dr. Michael Katz who lost his family to the Nazis in the summer of 1942 and survived hiding as an Aryan in Poland. RSVP: afusco@azjhs.org

December 4, 2022, 2:00 pm ET—Schmidt College Performing Arts Building PA - 101, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL
**Why Holocaust Distortion is Now More Dangerous Than Holocaust Denial** with Dani Dayan, Chairman of Yad Vashem

December 4, 2022, 2:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

On-Site Film & Discussion: *Adam & Ida – Almost a Fairy Tale*. Orphaned and torn apart at the age of 3, twins Adam and Ida Paluch survived the Holocaust without knowing what had happened to each other.

December 4, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—**First Universalist Parish of Chester**, Chester, VT

Concert: *Mischlinge Exposé* with Carolyn Enger.

December 4, 2022, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY

**A Celebration of Life: The Rescue Mission of Mr. and Mrs. Kraus**, the Jewish couple who rescued 50 Jewish children from Vienna.

December 4, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Virtual book talk: *Hitler’s Girl* with author Lauren Young. Suggested donation.

December 4, 2022, 8:00 pm (Israel)—Beit Theresienstadt, Kibbutz Givat Haim, Israel

*Nazi Medicine: Hitler or Hippocrates?* Dr. Tessa Chelouche. [Zoom](#)

December 5, 2022, 6:30 pm ET—LBI, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY

Film screening: *Reckonings*, about the negotiations between Jewish and German leaders for reparations.

December 6, 2022, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA

Lunch & learn: *Unpacking Threads of Trauma* with Gail Gaspar

December 6, 2022, 5:00 pm ET—TOLI Institute, New York, NY

**Forty Years After Sophie’s Choice: Hollywood and the Holocaust**

December 7, 2022, 8:00 pm IST—Ghetto Fighters’ House, West Galilee, Israel


December 8, 2022, 6:00 pm CT—Presbyterian Village North Auditorium, 8600 Village Forest Drive, Dallas, TX

Film screening: *Let Us Die*, the story of a Jewish family’s escape from Nazi persecution after the Kristallnacht and the fate of their Christian relatives at the hands of the Russians during the last week of the war.

December 11, 2022, 10:00 am PT—Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance, Carlsbad, CA

Stories that survive: *The Glassmaker’s Son and Heirs of Auschwitz* with Peter Kupfer and Dr. Jack Fried.
December 11, 2022, 9:00 pm IST—Ghetto Fighters’ House, West Galilee, Israel
**Beyond Oneg Shabbat: Groundbreaking Research and Findings in the JHI** (Jewish Historical Institute) with Dr. Ewa Wiatr (Lodz) and Piotr Nazaruk (Lublin).

December 12, 2022, 7:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
*“We are far, very far from our former home”: German and Austrian Jews after Deportation to “the East”.* Virtual and in-person. [Registration](#) required.

December 14, 2022, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
**Book club: The Song of the Jade Lilly** by Kirsty Manning

December 15, 2022, 2:00 pm MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, Scottsdale, AZ
*The Inextinguishable Symphony: A True Story of Music and Love in Nazi Germany.*
Zoom [discussion](#) with author Martin Goldsmith

December 18, 2022, 8:00 pm (Israel)—Beit Theresienstadt, Kibbutz Givat Haim, Israel
**The Doctors of Theresienstadt: Agency in the Midst of Oppression** with Dr. Tessa Chelouche. [Zoom](#)

January 3–February 14, 2023—Library of Hattiesburg Petal & Forrest County, Hattiesburg, MS
Petoskey District Library, Petoskey, MI
Metropolitan Library System, Oklahoma City, OK

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: [Americans and the Holocaust](#)

January 8, 2023, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Zisl Slepovitch Ensemble/Sasha Lurje: Cry, My Heart, Cry! Songs from Testimonies*, in person and livestream.

January 10 – February 23, 2023—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibition: [After the End of the World: Displaced Persons and Displaced Persons Camps](#)

January 15, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Caring Corrupted: The Killing Nurses of the Third Reich* Screening and Discussion

January 16 – February 20, 2023—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibition: [# Fake Images: Unmask the dangers of stereotyping](#)

January 17, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*A Sanctuary in the Storm: Carl Lutz and the Rescue of Budapest’s Jews*

January 19, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Film Screening and Talkback: They Survived Together:** in person and livestream.

January 20 - March 3, 2023—Chattanooga Public Library, Chattanooga, TN
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: [Americans and the Holocaust](#)
January 22 – February 6, 2023—In person in California and live on Zoom worldwide, The Braid, Santa Monica, CA
Stories of growing up in the shadow of the Holocaust are given stage in a new work of theatre: *Remembrance of Things Present*. For details and tickets, go to the-braid.org/things-present. Members of GSI can use the code gsi2023 to get a special discounted price.

January 24, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Stories Survive: Annelies and Marianne Bernstein*

January 25, 2023, 5:30 pm ET—New College of Florida, Mildred Sainer Pavilion, 5313 Bay Shore Rd, Sarasota, FL
*Fleeing Atrocities: Witness Perspectives* with Holocaust survivor Louise Lawrence-Israëls and Wai Wai Nu, witness to the Rohingya genocide in Burma. Fees.

January 26 – February 17, 2023— United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Exhibition: *The Yad Vashem Book of Names of Holocaust Victims*.

January 27, 2023, 11:00 am ET—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
*United Nations Holocaust Memorial Ceremony*

February 9, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY
Film screening *The U.S. and the Holocaust* and panel discussion with Ken Burns and Lynn Novick

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

*FYI...* Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem November 17, 2022

*FYI...* The 8-part podcast series *Rachel Maddow Presents Ultra* explores Nazi efforts to influence American politics and public opinion.

*FYI...* The Museum of Jewish Heritage continues its year-long series of roundtable classes focused on special topics raised in the Museum’s new exhibition, *The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do*. Each class is moderated by Professor Judy Tydor Baumer-Schwartz, scholar at Bar-Ilan University and member of the exhibition’s curatorial team and will feature a rotating roster of scholars and experts.

This class meets every other month on Mondays from 12:30 PM to 1:30 PM. Register for classes individually or purchase the full series as a bundle. Registrants will receive a recommended reading list before each class.

**Museum Members**: $18 per class or $96 for the full class series
Nonmembers: $36 per class or $198 for the full class
FYI…From The Museum of Jewish Heritage: Why We Remember: The Concept of Postmemory with Dr. Marianne Hirsch, a three-session course exploring the concept of “postmemory,” starting Monday, January 9, 2023 and meeting weekly on Mondays from 6 to 7:30 PM ET. Fees. Postmemory is the powerful relationship the descendant generations have to the personal, collective, and cultural trauma of survivors of the Holocaust and other violent histories.

Class schedule
Monday, January 9: What is Postmemory?
Monday, January 16: How has Postmemory Shaped the Private and Public Memory of the Holocaust and Other Catastrophic Histories?
Monday, January 23: The Arts of Postmemory: A Conversation with Postmemorial Artist Mirta Kupferminc

FYI… The U.S. and the Holocaust educator event recordings are now available on demand.
A Conversation with Filmmakers / Understanding History Using Media
Elevating Survivor Narratives: A Conversation about Storytelling, Personal Accounts, and the Holocaust

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus shutdown and beyond. Here are some of them:
October 8, 2022: Writing Twentieth Century Jews into Sports History
October 23, 2022: Into The Light 2.0: Managing Intergenerational Survivor Trauma
October 27, 2022: Lithuanian Holocaust Fraud
November 6, 2022: “Let the World Read and Know”: The Oneg Shabbat Archives
November 8, 2022: “Nazis on the Potomac” – with former National Park Service Chief Historian Bob Sutton
November 9, 2022: Vancouver Kristallnacht Commemoration 2022
November 9, 2022: Stones of Memory with Dr. Ruth Mandel
November 9, 2022: 84th Commemoration of the November Pogrom (Kristallnacht)
November 10, 2022: Music and the Holocaust: History, Memory and Justice
November 10, 2022: Artifacts Unpacked: The Steamer Trunk
November 13, 2022: Escape, Evasion, and Survival
November 14, 2022: Artifacts Tell Six Stories of Escape
November 14, 2022: Let There Be Light 2022: Remembering Kristallnacht Around the World
November 15, 2022: 110-year-old Holocaust Survivor Rose Girone
November 16, 2022: First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors: Arye Ephrath
November 20, 2022: The Witnesses of the Warsaw Ghetto: The Archives and the Streets
November 21, 2022: Adoption Month: From Strangers to Family
November 22, 2022: Lily’s Promise: How I Survived Auschwitz and Found the Strength to Live
Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos from the Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.
Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International

Ukrainian Jewish Holocaust survivors finding safe haven in Germany
Ukrainian Holocaust survivors find safe haven in Germany
Dozens of Ukrainian Jewish Holocaust survivors find safe have in Germany
Nearly 80 years on, the fight for Holocaust restitution continues in many countries
A new film is the first to explore the history of Holocaust reparations
New film ‘Reckonings’ explores the complex issue of Holocaust reparations
Israeli initiative asks synagogues to honor Kristallnacht by keeping their lights on
Synagogues worldwide to keep lights on in memory of Kristallnacht
Holocaust survivor visits Baruch during Mizrahi Heritage Month
Palestinian FM visits Berlin Holocaust memorial
Holocaust Survivor Left On A Bench As A Baby Finds New Family At 80
How A Kindertransport Saved And Shaped My Mother-In-law's Life
Holocaust descendant finds saviors in Poland after Righteous Among Nations nomination
Holocaust education bringing together business and philanthropy

Exposed: Palestinian Journalists Who Signed ‘Anti-Zionist’ Open Letter Likened Jews to ‘Dirt and Rats,’ Tweeted Pro-Nazi Comments

GoCritic! Review: Where is Anne Frank?

Asian faiths try to save swastika symbol corrupted by Hitler

Australia

Saving survivors’ stories for future generations

Pushing against systemic Holocaust denial

Austria

A March of Hope to be held in Vienna in commemoration of "Kristallnacht"

Austria plans to tighten law banning use of Nazi symbols

Canada

Allison Hanes: The Heart of Auschwitz beats on as 'a sign of human compassion'

Holocaust survivor Hedy Bohm gives London students a lesson in love | CBC News

Holocaust survivor urges students to stand up against discrimination

Holocaust survivor recounts Kristallnacht & recent experience of hate

Holocaust survivors tell their story in replicated WWII cattle car

Holocaust survivor and Canadian soldier Hans Wolpe is being remembered by Winnipeg’s Jewish community

A rare opportunity: Nearly 2,000 students tune in to meet Holocaust survivor

Photos tell the story at Peterborough Holocaust exhibit

Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center Applauds Ontario Government for Mandating Holocaust Education in Elementary Schools - That Eric Alper

Vancouver Council Votes Adopt Definition Of Antisemitism

Ontario government introducing Grade 6 Holocaust education requirement in 2023 | CBC News

Ontario is the first Canadian province to make Holocaust education mandatory for Grade 6 students

Ontario Strengthening Holocaust Education to Counter Rising Antisemitism

Revisions to school curriculum designed to strengthen Holocaust education

Local Board Welcomes Anti-Hate Education In Schools

Peel school boards say Ontario government plan for mandatory Holocaust learning in Grade 6 in line with local curriculum

Holocaust Education Week speaker discusses quest to reclaim ancestral property

Undergrad Channels Grandmother's Holocaust Experience To Teach Kindness
Students seeing rampant antisemitic content online
Antisemitic conspiracies are rampant online. Students, experts share how to combat them | CBC News

Lawyers debate whether Nazism led to Holocaust, as Montreal hate speech trial resumes

Holocaust Survivor’s Orange Cake Recipe Made Into Cupcakes By Chilliwack Bakery | Abbotsford News

Dubai

Holocaust survivor who witnessed Kristallnacht shares her testimony with Dubai schoolchildren
Holocaust survivor shares her story with Emirati and Jewish children in Dubai
Emotional meeting in Dubai: Holocaust survivor shares her story with Emi

Germany

How Germany Remembers the Holocaust
In Germany, Kristallnacht goes by a different name. Here’s why.
These 84-Year-Old Nazi Photos Paint a Harrowing Picture of Kristallnacht
Former Jewish leader clashes with demonstrators at Munich anti-vax protest on Kristallnacht
In Germany, Where Words and Silence Speak in Equal Volume - aish.com
Is Germany Ending Its ‘Culture of Memory’ of the Holocaust? - The Media Line
Germany Unveils New Public Information Campaign to Combat Antisemitism

Holocaust Remembrance Reexamined
Why German intellectuals link Nakba and Holocaust
Stolperstein: Holocaust Memorial Gets New App
Stolpersteine: A history of Germany's stumbling stones of remembrance
Classical Music Under The Nazis
German KFC sparks outrage for chicken advert on Kristallnacht
KFC apologises after German Kristallnacht promotion
KFC Germany Apologizes For Reichspogromnacht Promotion
KFC Apologizes After Asking Customers To Celebrate Kristallnacht Nazi Attack Anniversary
KFC Germany’s Faux Pas: Fast Food Chain Encourages Customers To Eat Chicken on Kristallnacht
Scientists Find Plaster Copies of Fossil Destroyed by Nazis
Leaked neo-Nazi terror report confirms suspicions – DW
‘You Filthy People:’ German Jewish Soccer Team Subjected to Nazi Salutes Following Victory Over Local Rivals
**Israel**

Did Rudolf Kastner Sell Out The Jews In The Holocaust? | History Of Israel Explained | Unpacked

Israeli gov’t, leaders ready for confab for Holocaust restitution

Kristallnacht’s enduring relevance

Remembering Kristallnacht - The Night Of Horror - Opinion

Holocaust Survivor Who Helped Found Meron Dies

Michael Shafir, scholar who wrote ‘encyclopedia’ of Holocaust denial, dies at 78

Grapevine: The energetic Quint

Growing Up in the Shadow of the Holocaust - Aish.com People, Modern, Featured, History, Holocaust Studies

Teen weaves grandmother’s Holocaust experience into a compelling young adult read

This is Our Revenge

Goethe Institute to hold panel discussing Holocaust alongside 'Nakba'

German Cultural Institute in Israel Reschedules Holocaust & ‘Nakba’ Remembrance Discussion After Fierce Protest

Jerusalem square named for Portuguese diplomat who saved 10,000 Jews in WWII

Portuguese diplomat who saved thousands during Holocaust honored with plaza in Jerusalem

Apfelstrudel anyone? Austrian Culture Days festival returns to Tel Aviv

Animator’s award-winning debut mixes mediums for a Holocaust film about a savior pig

**Italy**

Our Own Little Piece of the Earth

Italy’s Giorgia Meloni appoints minister once pictured wearing Nazi armband

As Italy’s Meloni downplays fascist ties, thousands march in praise of Benito Mussolini

‘You Big Noses Should Have Been Cremated,’ Italian Teacher Allegedly Tells Jewish Students

**Lithuania**

4 Lithuanian Families Posthumously Recognized By Yad Vashem For Saving Jews During Holocaust

What Dr. Elchanan Elkes witnessed

Experiencing The Jewish Past, Present In Vilnius And Riga

**Poland**

Help Preserve Children’s Shoes at Auschwitz

**Romania**

Michael Shafir, who played a key role in Holocaust memory in his native Romania, dies at 78
**Russia**

Russia’s ‘denazification’ lie and the whitewash of Roman Shukhevych

**UK**

New Huddersfield Exhibition Reveals Tragic Search For The Missing -After The Holocaust

Mobilising Hate: why the German people bought into the Holocaust

Derek Scally: Holocaust horror can yield deeper insight into dealing with other dilemmas of history

How Francis Galton's theory of eugenics led to murder of millions

Holocaust Survivors Pen Open Letter

AI reunites Holocaust survivor with childhood photos

Rishi Sunak hails 'brave' Holocaust survivors on Kristallnacht anniversary

Kristallnacht: Unseen pictures capture horrors of 1938 Nazi pogrom

Unseen Kristallnacht photos published 84 years after Nazi pogrom

Holocaust memorial: Kristallnacht photos were already seen

Yad Vashem revises claim, says released Kristallnacht photos already seen

Rare images show Nazis' documentation of Kristallnacht

Remembrance Sunday: Holocaust survivor shares why it is important

Sir Erich Reich, the smallest boy in railway Kindertransport statue, dies aged 87

Auschwitz Survivor And Holocaust Educator Zdenka Fantlova Dies At 100

Britain’s National Holocaust Museum gets four-fold increase in grant monies

National Holocaust Centre And Museum Receives Arts Council England Grant

Arts Council ups funding to National Holocaust Centre and Museum with £1.2 million award

A survivor and his teddy: Rankin's evocative photo promotes Holocaust Memorial Day portraits competition

The shtetl that rewinds time

Keira Knightly Looks Animated At U.K. Jewish Film Festival Screening

Did any of Adolf Hitler’s relatives fight against him in World War II?

'I Was A Nazi Fighting A Race War Against The Jews - Now I Wrap Tefillin On My Arm'

Theatre cancels Nazi-Jewish production of Romeo and Juliet

London theater group cancels Nazi-Jewish 'Romeo and Juliet' after wave of criticism

Police involved as Scots pupils chase 'Nazi recruiter' from school grounds.

Notorious Holocaust denier arrested in Scots fishing village

Convicted French Holocaust denier arrested in Scotland
United Arab Emirates

UAE Commemorates Kristallnacht for First Time

USA

During Holocaust Education Week, Florida highlights Holocaust Victims Assistance Program
What The U.S. Can Learn From Germany About Grappling With Dark Parts Of Its History
Trump’s Latest Dinner Guests: Nick Fuentes, Racist, White Supremacist and Antisemite, and Kanye West, Racist and Antisemite

Trump hosted Holocaust denier at Mar-a-Lago estate during visit with Kanye West, a week after announcing 2024 run

Trump’s Latest Dinner Guest: Nick Fuentes, White Supremacist
Trump faulted for dinner with white nationalist, rapper Ye
Trump Hosted Holocaust Denier Along with Kanye West at Mar-A-Lago
Trump dined with Kanye West and white nationalist Nick Fuentes, adviser says
Trump says he "knew nothing about" Holocaust denier who dined with him

Trump Rebuked Over 'Unacceptable' Dinner With Holocaust Denying White Nationalist Nick Fuentes

Trump’s dinner with a Holocaust denier draws rare criticism from some of his Jewish allies

Biden condemns Trump’s dinner with Ye and Holocaust denier

Republican Jewish Coalition Condemns Trump Meeting with ‘Virulent’ Antisemites Kanye West and Nick Fuentes

Jewish Republicans break with Trump over dinner with Holocaust denier

Republicans blast Trump over dinner with Holocaust denier Nick Fuentes: ‘I am appalled’

GOP leadership silent after former President Trump dines with Ye and Nick Fuentes

Trump hosts Kanye West and prominent antisemite Nick Fuentes at Mar-a-Lago

Trump complains about coverage of his 2-hour meeting with notorious racist he won't condemn

White supremacist groups saw Trump's dinner with Nick Fuentes as a huge propaganda victory: extremism expert

Holocaust denier Nick Fuentes turns on Trump, calls for new 2024 candidate

Director Wray Addresses ADL At Never Is Now Summit

Shifting approach to looted art

The Paper Brigade: Rescuing cultural artifacts during and after WWII

Paper Brigade | Sunday on 60 Minutes

The Man Who Escaped from Auschwitz to Warn the World

These 84-Year-Old Nazi Photos Paint a Harrowing Picture of Kristallnacht
Past, Present, And Future: Redesigned Visual History Archive Expand Global Access To Holocaust And Genocide Testimonies

'Look what Hitler missed.' Holocaust survivor, veteran celebrates 90th birthday

Local man, a Holocaust survivor, celebrates 100th birthday with event at Cincinnati Museum Center

Local Holocaust survivor to celebrate 100th birthday at Union Terminal

Henry Rosovsky, refugee from the Nazis who shaped Harvard University, dies at 95

One of the last known Holocaust survivors in Alaska dies at 93

Hogan's Heroes Star and Auschwitz Survivor Robert Clary Dead at 96

Robert Clary, Who Took a Tragic Journey to ‘Hogan’s Heroes,’ Dies at 96.

Robert Clary, Corporal LeBeau on ‘Hogan’s Heroes,’ Dies at 96

The Devastating Death Of Hogan's Heroes Star Robert Clary

R.I.P. Robert Clary, Corporal LeBeau on Hogan's Heroes, familiar face on daytime television

Charleston's Joe Engel, A Holocaust Survivor Who Spread Hope Message In South Carolina, Dies At 95

Turning Point: the Anniversary of Kristallnacht and Why We Remember

Richmond's Jewish community remembers Kristallnacht

Holocaust survivors share stories, hope at Kristallnacht remembrance in Las Vegas

Commissioners Condemn Antisemitism on Kristallnacht 84th Anniversary

Kirschner: Historical lies and their consequences

Doug Mastriano played an American spy in an anti-abortion movie about the Holocaust

There Are Not Two Sides to the Holocaust: Book Censorship News, November 11, 2022

Newsom Taps Leading Experts and Advocates for Council on Holocaust and Genocide Education

California Governor Appoints USC Shoah Foundation’s Dr. Kori Street to Holocaust Education Council

David Brooks: The Fever Is Breaking

How To Help Fight Against Anti-Semitism

James Q. Whitman on the American Influence on Nazi Race Laws

University Of Michigan Professor Presents Research Of 1918 Ukrainian Pogroms

An evangelical GOP House candidate in Texas wrote a novel about Anne Frank finding Jesus

World War II Veteran Reflects on Treating Wounded - YouTube

What would you do, Holocaust survivor asks crowd at Minnesota West in Worthington

St. Louis Holocaust Museum hosts soft opening Sunday, welcomes Holocaust survivors

Holocaust narrative collection now accessible at Reed Library | Fredonia.edu

Central Valley Holocaust Memorial to open Dec. 11
Bend family donates father’s rare WWII collection to US Holocaust Museum
Memorabilia Collector To Display Items From Jewish Athletes During Holocaust
Holocaust Garden of Hope Breaks Ground in Northeast Houston
Nightline Star’s Challenging Journey Keeps Holocaust Museum Houston Crowd Riveted — Guardians of the Human Spirit Step Forward
Personal Diaries of Robert G. Storey on Display in Dallas
Open source: Fortunoff Holocaust curriculum builds bridge to local schools
Americans & The Holocaust Exhibit at the Billings Public Library
Albertsons Library to host Americans and the Holocaust exhibit
Americans And The Holocaust Exhibit Travels To Juneau
Monuments to the Unthinkable
'Stories of Survival' exhibit preserves memories of holocaust survivors Nov. 9
Florida Recognizes Holocaust Education Week
Violins Of Hope Presentation Shares History Of Holocaust Through Music, Words
Operetta by Jewish WWII refugees, lost for decades, returns to stage
The Schlesinger Diaries — A Gift to Historians that Keeps Giving
This Jewish Woman's Story Of Surviving The Holocaust By Passing As Catholic And Sheltering With Nazis Is - Rightly - Hard To Read
Thomas Keneally On 40 Years Since Writing 'Schindler's Ark'
Daffodil Project at USC honors Holocaust victims | Carolina News and Reporter
‘Each page was inspired’
Forgetting to remember - The Hub
Deborah Steinerman: Echoes Of The Holocaust Are Felt To This Day
New York City’s Museum of Jewish Heritage holds annual Generation to Generation event
Nazi death camp train car hauled through Simi Valley to Reagan library for upcoming exhibit
Open source: Fortunoff Holocaust curriculum builds bridge to local schools
Holocaust Education Month: Survivor Won't Give Up On Mission To Educate
Holocaust Survivor Marion Deichmann Speaks At Loyola Anniversary Event
Never: Again: Holocaust Survivor Shares Her Story With Local Students
Local widow of Holocaust survivor shares story of resilience following Santa Barbara Jewish Film Festival | News Channel 3-12
Holocaust survivor, Oscar Singer, shares experience with IUP, Indiana communities
Holocaust Historian Dr. Efraim Zuroff Speaks At Fish Center's Kristallnacht Commemoration
Iowan Tells Story Of Holocaust Survivor Who Was On The Real Schindler's List
Holographic exhibit featuring 96-year-old Scottsdale Holocaust survivor opens in Phoenix

Michael Caton-Jones to Direct ‘Baggage,’ a Road-Trip Dramedy About Holocaust Survivors, From Ryan Elkins (Exclusive)

Man who allegedly threatened NYC synagogue is Jewish, kin of a Holocaust survivor: Lawyer

This 16-year-old turned her grandmother’s Holocaust survival story into a novel

Local 8th grade students turn school gym into Holocaust museum

Amy Spitalnick, who fought Nazis in court, parts ways with progressive group Bend the Arc

Tom Stoppard Reveals His Jewish Self in “Leopoldstadt” (jewishjournal.com)

A Historical Perspective on Kristallnacht

What was the German public's reaction Kristallnacht November 9-10, 1938?

The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part XIV: Ordinary Bureaucrats and Functionaries

The Holocaust As a Moral Choice: Part XV: Conclusion: A Final Note

What Effect Did Nazi Propaganda Have on the German People?

Opinion: If It Is Not Genocide, Don't Compare It To The Holocaust

95-year-old publishes brilliant debut novel on German occupation

Drawing Conclusions from ‘We Survived the Holocaust’

Candace Owens calls Adolf Hitler's 'Mein Kampf' a 'textbook' while excusing Kyrie Irving's antisemitism (msn.com)

Funny, Fearless, and Unafraid to Fail: Finding Creative Inspiration in Comedy Podcasts

Teaching Artist Stein To Bring Dutch Holocaust Play 'Etty,' To Brush Students

A Jewish Social Media Influencer Makes A Holocaust Documentary For A New Generation

A Seattle Performance Company Honors Women's Voices From the Holocaust

Robert Kraft accepts National Leadership Award from United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Rapper Kosha Dillz runs NYC Marathon to raise money for Holocaust survivors

Alpert Jewish Family Service Delivers Thanksgiving Meals To Florida Holocaust Survivors In Palm Beach County

Ukrainian Refugees Receive Turkeys For Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving meal welcomes Ukrainian refugees, Holocaust survivors, and seniors

Chicago suspended a principal who downplayed a student’s Nazi costume. Jewish students say it’s not enough.

Kent School District under attack for Holocaust comment | Kent Reporter

Some St. Louis area schools ban several Holocaust books, including ‘Maus’ - St. Louis Jewish Light

Not just ‘Maus': A Missouri school district removed several Holocaust history books, too

Arts Exhibition Explores Significance Of Memory Through Art
There Are No Lone Wolves - The New York Times

Seth Rogen On Recent Wave Of Antisemitism: 'It's Not New, And It Ain't Going Anywhere Any Time Soon'

Amy Schumer Calls Out ‘Nazi’ Kanye West in ‘SNL’ Monologue

Kanye West's Former Employees Accuse Him Of Praising Hitler-Strange Nazi Obsession'

Between Kanye and the Midterms, the Unsettling Stream of Antisemitism

When I heard Dave Chappelle’s monologue, all I could think about were my classmates’ Holocaust jokes

The Big Lie of Jewish Power

American Jewish Committee urges Amazon to pull antisemitic film Kyrie Irving promoted

Kyrie Irving apologizes for antisemitism controversy after Brooklyn Nets suspend him

Kyrie Irving says ‘I take responsibility’ for tweet, will donate $500K to anti-hate causes

What Dave Chappelle got right

Dave Chapelle Addresses The Kyrie Irving Anti-Semitism Incident: 'Kyrie Irving's Black A-- Was Nowhere Near The Holocaust'

Antisemitism is not harmless

How antisemitic rhetoric is impacting Jewish communities, and what to do about it

UC Merced Hosts Antisemitism Workshop

I'm Tired of Just "Moving On" from Antisemitism

See No Evil: Are Media Letting Neo-Nazi Govim Defense League off the Hook?

How World War II Helped Forge the Modern FBI

Moral Injury Is an Invisible Epidemic That Affects Millions

A Black writer explores how Germany remembers its ‘unthinkable’ past

Harrison Ford will fight Nazis again in forthcoming ‘Indiana Jones’ sequel

-------------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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